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DECALIA Capital, subsidiary of DECALIA SA,
has structured a minority investment in EDGE
Strategy

D

ECALIA Capital is pleased to announce that on the 1st of July 2022 it successfully

structured a minority stake investment into Edge Strategy, a leading global SaaSbased solution to measure, improve and certify gender and intersectional equity, in
order to accelerate the international development and support the Founder, Aniela
Unguresan, and her management team.

EDGE Certification was officially launched at the 2011 annual meeting of the World
Economic Forum in Davos and the assessment methodology is implemented as an
online tool. EDGE Strategy today serves 200+ large organizations in 50 countries
across 30 industries.
“This is a pivotal moment in the development of our company,” said Aniela
Unguresan, the Founder of EDGE Strategy, “at a time where organizations and their
different stakeholders have come to understand the critical importance of Diversity,
Equity & Inclusion in creating a fairer workplace and a fairer society. Finding an
investment partner who shared our vision and our values was not a trivial pursuit,
which perhaps shows how far the world still needs to travel on its journey towards
true equity. The investment from DECALIA Capital will help us accelerate that
journey and deliver Real. World. Change.”
“A growing number of organizations in the world trust EDGE Strategy to verify their
progress towards DE&I and achieving success”
added Jean-Guillaume Benoit, Partner at
DECALIA Capital. “DECALIA Capital is proud
to back Aniela and EDGE Strategy in their
mission to fundamentally change the DE&I
landscape.”
Thanks to its experience in the private equity
world and its in-depth knowledge of the Swiss
market, DECALIA Capital enables its clients
with a longer investment horizon to invest in
growing companies.
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About DECALIA Capital
Established in 2018, DECALIA Capital is a private equity firm dedicated to
Swiss SMEs. With offices in Geneva and Zurich, DECALIA Capital backs highly
successful management teams of growing, profitable businesses. The team of
seasoned investment professionals have worked together in the Swiss market
for many years, during which they have completed more than twenty
acquisitions. DECALIA Capital is controlled by DECALIA SA and its
management team.
About DECALIA SA
Established in Geneva in 2014 with offices in Zurich and Milan, DECALIA SA is
an independent financial group that manages the assets of both private and
institutional clients. Headquartered in Geneva, DECALIA has continued to
develop its business across its three main activities: Wealth Management, Asset
Management and Private Markets. In Private Markets investing, DECALIA has
built a solid track record of identifying emerging managers to seek exposure
to innovative investment strategies and underserved segments. DECALIA adds
value for emerging managers via fund structuring, fundraising activities and
portfolio management.
DECALIA partners commit their personal capital to each investment
opportunity, in order to ensure a true alignment of interest with our clients.
Legal information
This media release is intended for informational marketing purposes only. It is neither directed
to, nor intended for distribution or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or
located in any locality, state, country or jurisdiction where such distribution, publication,
availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. This document is neither an offer, nor
should it be considered as a solicitation to purchase or sell any security or service. This material
does not contain personalized recommendations or advice and is not intended to substitute any
professional advice on investment in financial products. Before entering into any transaction, an
investor should consider carefully the suitability of such a transaction to his/her particular
circumstances and, where necessary, obtain independent professional advice in respect of risks,
as well as any legal, regulatory and tax consequences.
This document is confidential and only intended for the use of the person(s) to whom it was
addressed.
This document is the property of DECALIA (DECALIA SA). It may not be reproduced (in whole
or in part), transmitted, modified, distributed or used for any other purpose without the prior
written consent of DECALIA. This material contains the views and opinions of DECALIA, as at the
date of issue. The views and opinions may be subject to change. They should not be construed
as investment advice.
Although certain information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, without
independent verification, DECALIA cannot guarantee its accuracy or the completeness of the
information contained herein.
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